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FEATURES

FANTASY TO REALITY

COMMUNITY CARBON EXCHANGE

With his Community Carbon Exchange nearly up and running,
Joe Davis has a phantom market all his own in the quiet war he
wages on climate change.

Monogamous ﬁsh, asphyxiated coral, and nothingness under the
sea. What’s not to like about hidey holes and our death rattle?

By David Kestenman

By Kirk Markey

STRANDED AT SEA

LEDGE MULE PRESS

A small press should be: punk-infused, DIY and artfully
handcrafted.

An ad hoc bomb squad searches for terrorist Easter Eggs and the
Hanjin Geneva blinks out of existence in the ﬁnal installment of
John Linnemeier’s seagoing diary.
By John Linnemeier

By Dave Torneo

FISH

FLEA MARKET

This breezy jaunt through Flea Market culture conveys the
transcendent joy of rummaging through other people’s stuﬀ.

Strange things happen in this romp of an elegy, but what’s a wistful
tale without a ﬁfty pound catﬁsh and air made blue with foul
language?

By Colleen Wells

By Joie Canada

DEPARTMENTS

WOODLAND CAMPUS

A troubadour’s lyrical touch makes even windowless space seem
bearable in this material history of the IU Campus

By Tom Roznowski
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STAGES

20

EVENT HORIZON

Culture Shock Sheik and more

T.S. Eliot said that “April is
the cruelest month” but he
wasn’t thinking about all of the
cool things there are to do in
Bloomington.

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.”
Winners will receive a pair of tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring one
or more buses in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring book
and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder and their families
or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.

In what movie does Emile Hirsch yell from the top of a bus, “Is anybody here?”

Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.
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APRIL 4, 7:00 PM/THE VOID/FREE
In response to recent budget cuts defunding the National Endowment for the Arts, theaters
across the nation are coming together to give a simultaneous protest showing of the ﬁlm
adaptation of George
Orwell’s 1984. Starring
John Hurt and Richard
Burton, the movie is a
foreboding statement
on government and
its infringement of
basic human rights.
Organized by Cicada
Cinema, the ﬁlm serves
to remind all audience
members to recognize
the threats to free
speech that loom in our
own world.

art direction
Stephanie Watters-Flores
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the campus of Indiana University.
812 727.0775 editor@TheRyder.com
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APRIL 9, 7:00 PM/ BUSKIRK-CHUMLEY THEATER/ $15
GENERAL ADMISSION, $10 STUDENTS
This annual fundraiser for Discardia, an organization that
ﬁnds new ways to reuse old materials, and the Center for
Sustainable Living is an all-ages event with a two-part
runway show highlighting designs created entirely from
a wide assortment of “junk”. The materials include paper
and plastic bags, bike tires, pop tabs, pet food containers,
tablecloths, and even wedding gowns. For the 8th Trashion
Refashion Show, the Hudsucker Posse Flow Arts Collective
will perform with music and dance.

RON FUNCHES

APRIL 6, 8:00 PM; APRIL 7, 8, 8:00 PM AND
10:30 PM/COMEDY ATTIC/$15
Strong contender for the vaunted title “Most
Huggable Man of the Year” award, which is
deﬁnitely real, and all-around brilliant comedian
Ron Funches returns to the Comedy Attic. A
veteran of the late night circuit, Funches has
appeared multiple times on the Conan O’Brien
Show and the Tonight Show With Jimmy Fallon.
His comedy is imaginative, his timing perfect,
and his stage presence lovable. With a style that
has been described as sounding “the way fresh
chocolate chip cookies taste” it’s no wonder that
audiences ﬂock to have a laugh with Ron. You do
like chocolate chip cookies, don’t you?

BLOOMINGTON ZINEFEST

APRIL 8, 11:00 AM TO 6:00 PM/THE VOID/FREE
If you like comic book conventions but wish they were more socially conscious and
DIY hold on to your nonspeciﬁc article of clothing because Bloomington Zinefest is
for you! The Void is hosting independent writers, artists, and activists from across
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the state in a celebration of the short selfpublished work, the zine. Workshops and
readings are scheduled throughout the
day, as well as a bake sale and food trucks
to feed your belly while you feed your
brain. The festivities during the day will be
followed by an evening concert featuring
Chainsaw Mondays, Whelmed, Solid State
Physics, and Wintermute.

HANDEL’S MESSIAH SINGALONG

APRIL 9, 3:00 PM/ST. MARK’S UNITED METHODIST CHURCH/FREE
If you were worried
that the Bloomington
Chamber Singers
skipped everyone’s
favorite oratorio this
holiday season, fear
not. Back by popular
demand, the Singers
will be performing parts
2 and 3 of Handel’s
Messiah and you are
encouraged to sing
along! Feel free to belt
out those “Hallelujahs”
(at the proper chorus
of course) with the singers, led by director Gerald Sousa and to be accompanied by
organist Charles Prestinari. Make sure to get there early or remember to bring your
own sheet music as handouts will go fast.

BUS KI R K-CHUM LEY THE ATE R

MARY WILSON
THE DROWSY CHAPERONE

APRIL 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 7:30 PM/LEE NORVELLE
THEATRE & DRAMA CENTER/$25 FOR ADULTS, $20
FOR SENIORS, AND $15 FOR STUDENTS
When an agoraphobic musical theater fan, played by
the masterful George Pinney, ﬁnds himself feeling
down he shuﬄes through his records and digs out
his favorite show, the 1920’s Broadway classic The
Drowsy Chaperone. As he listens he relives the show,
transporting the audience with him. Soon the apartment
becomes a splendid stage for Jazz Age music, wit,
and glamour. All the while, the man in the chair gives
running commentary on the performance, riﬃng and
reminiscing as the musical takes place around him.

WIUX CULTURE SHOCK 2017

APRIL 15, 12:00 PM TO 10:30 PM/DUNN MEADOW/FREE
Chicago based Noname will be
Headlining Culture Shock XXXI.
Having received mainstream
attention from her recent
collaborations with Chance the
Rapper, Noname is a powerful
artist whose work is thoughtful
and intricately designed. She
will be joined by SALES with
their unique brand of guitar pop,
post punk trio Flasher, and PostAnimal, featuring Stranger Things
alum Joe Keery. The local artists
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OF THE SUPREMES
APRIL 30

BÉLA FLECK &
ABIGAIL WASHBURN
MAY 13

STAGE FLIGHT
CIRCUS ARTS in

NO
BUSINESS
LIKE SHOW
BUSINESS
M AY 2 6 - 2 7

B OX O F F I C E
114 East Kirkwood Avenue
buskirkchumley.org
812-323-3020
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on this year’s roster are High Fiber, House Olympics, Amy O
and Indianapolis hip-hop artists Drayco McCoy, FLACO and
Mathaius Young.

THE LURE

APRIL 24, 7:00 PM; APRIL 29, 7:00 PM/IU CINEMA/$3 IUB
STUDENTS, $6 NON-STUDENTS
A gaudy
burlesque
cold war
fairy tale, the
Lure tells the
story of sister
mermaids,
Golden and
Silver, living
in Warsaw,
Poland during
the 1980’s.
Picked up
at a beach by a rock and roll band the sisters travel to the big
city where they become exotic dancers in a night club. Their
beautiful song and incredible shapeshifting leave their audiences
dazzled. But both long for something more. Silver yearns for
love but Golden has developed a deadly taste human ﬂesh…

Don’t feel like going out?

We
Deliver!
Give us a call & we’ll
bring Smiling Teeth Pizza
& Pasta & Gluten-Free
goodness right to your
hungry face!
East 3rd by Starbucks 812-331-1234
West 3rd in front of Kroger 812-323-0123

See our menu & specials
at Buccetos.com
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ABSTRACT PAINTING IN EUROPE
1949-1968
MARCH 11
THROUGH
MAY 7,
10:00 AM
TO 5:00 PM/
ESKENAZI
MUSEUM OF
ART/FREE
Curated
by Jenny
McComas,
the pieces
presented
are a
testament
to the
climate of
post-World
War Two
Europe. With the Iron Curtain falling in the East, the cold
war began in earnest as Europe began to rebuild from
the rubble. The years 1949 through 1968 were marked by
rapidly changing cultural values shifting power dynamics,
and political unrest, themes that saturate the works of the
artists in this exhibit. Furthermore, as the world became
more mechanized, plasticized and consumerist these artists
strove to break from tradition and create unique voices for
the modern world.
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GA LLE RIES & EX H I BI T S
DRUMS ALONG THE SCIOTO

APRIL 11, 12:00/GLENN A. BLACK LABORATORY/FREE
How many times have you done something wrong only to have it explained later
along with the cliché “Well, you never asked.” Well don’t be too embarrassed, it
happens in science too. When excavating the Hopewell site Siep Mound in the 1920’s,
archaeologists
unearthed ﬁve
stone spheres,
written oﬀ at the
time as marbles.
However recent
consultations
with members
of the Shawnee
may indicate a
totally diﬀerent
explanation for
these artifacts,
possibly as part of
a water drum. Dr.
Brad Lepper and
Shawnee Chief
Ben Barnes will
lecture on this
case of mistaken
identity to be
followed by light
refreshments.

SOWEI MASKS

APRIL 14, 4:30/MATHERS
MUSEUM/FREE
The intricately carved sowei
masks of the West African all
female Sande society have
become iconic objects in
anthropological collections
around the world. Symbolizing
cultural concepts of feminine
strength and beauty, the masks
are deeply linked to rite of
passage rituals. What interests
Kristin Otto, a Ph.D. student
in anthropology at IU, about
these masks is the seemingly
changeable nature. Otto has
identiﬁed signs of alteration
on the vast majority of sowei
mask she has analyzed. Her
lecture will explain how the
mask is continually shaped and
changed throughout its use,
changing with the society that
created it.

April 2017
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Coming up for Air in Bloomington

THE COMMUNITY CARBON EXCHANGE

By Kirk Markey

The bungling shipwreck of the Trump administration has issued what amounts to a
gag order on the annoying buzz that reality
is known to give oﬀ, but thanks to an intriguing new internet venture, Bloomington will
soon have an invisible hand of its own in the
war against environmental devastation. This
venture is the Community Carbon Exchange,
a web-based platform that rewards the everyday, eco-friendly actions of ordinary people.
Part social movement, part praxis, and from
algorithm to cash payment a piece of legitimate activism, the CCX recognizes and promotes the daily sacriﬁces these ordinary people make to preserve the environment. And
perhaps just as importantly, it allows them
to sidestep the absurd debate over climate
change. It allows them to turn away from the
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folly of arguing with fools and swing into
recuperative action.
This notion of sidestepping is intimately connected to the Exchange’s role as a praxis. As
you will no doubt recall from your Marxist
days, praxis refers to the process by which a
theory is enacted. In other words, it’s a set of
actions that brings an idea into contact with
material conditions and thereby forces it to
reckon with them. It is through praxis that
ideas can make things happen in the world.
And this is where the sidestepping maneuver
and praxis are connected. The embarrassing
debate over climate change has accomplished
nothing. At best, it’s a demoralizing waste of
time. And in the worst of all possible worlds,
debating a climate denier carves out a larger
cultural space for their brutal position.
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But CCX founder Joe Davis
has precious little time for
hashing out theories of
praxis. He’s too
for $Gre
busy trying to
d
en
oo
save the world
G
and bringing
people into
the fold. The
CCX is the
I SAVED
OF CARBON
product of
a lifetime
spent
deeply
committed
TONNE
to nurturing the
The Ryder: Peter
community
through
sustainable
Size: 1/2 page verticalpractice.
3.15”
x 9.7”his parents’ farm
A transplanted local, Davis grew
up working
outside the small town of Walton, Indiana. He spent much of his
time there raiding his father’s lumber supply to construct elaborate
Description: Adult Spring and
tree houses. But in the meantime, he somehow learned a bit about
Softball
soybeans, corn, and submitting to the land.Summer
Upon leaving
home, he
eventually moved to Bloomington, where he’s now lived for almost
25 years. Farming proved
to be nothing
less February/March
than the will of his
Insertion
Date:
essence unfolding, for it was while communing with his parents’
2015
land that he learned to practice the stewardship
that has animated
his life and career ever since. And it this idea of stewardship--the
protection and care of the
land--thatJulie
Davis wants
to pass on to us
Contact:
Ramey
through the CCX.
Joe Davis is the CCX and vice versa. 812-349-3719
It’s his passion, his idee ﬁxe, and
an example of what happens when love hooks up with a visitation of
genius. It’s also the natural outgrowth of everything he’s worked for
up to this point. Prior to founding the CCX, Davis had fashioned a
career in the nascent ﬁelds of green landscaping and construction. The
idea for the Community Carbon Exchange came to him in the early
2000’s, in the heartbreaking aftermath of the failed Cap and Trade talks
in Congress. Until that moment, he had maintained a sliver of hope
that a solution for global warming might be forged at the policy level.
But when Congressional Republicans quashed the possibility of Cap
and Trade by deeming it a tax on corporations, Davis realized with
ﬁnality that the solution would be found elsewhere.
So the turning point came in the form of an apostasy. Witnessing the myopic rejecting of Cap and Trade plans had brought
on a crisis of faith. A long period of despair ensued after that,
during which Davis, resigned, continued to work in sustainable construction until a serious wrist injury forced him to the
verge of epiphany. It was then that he fully realized that only a
populist, bottom up approach could hope to undo the ecological
nightmare. Energized by this moment of pure insight, he began
to pull the Carbon Exchange from its shadow existence in the
back of his mind and into reality. And once the CCX is fully
operational, we will be the beneﬁciaries of all Davis’s hard work.
Hopefully, we will become his messengers as well.

2015 Spring/Summer
Adult Softball Leagues

To register a team, go to
bloomington.in.gov/softball
and click on the “Register
a Softball Team” link.
This Amateur Softball Association
(ASA)-sanctioned league is
designed for all levels of play.
Men’s and Women’s leagues:
$720 for 12-games
Co-rec leagues:
$675 for 10-games

Registration and fee
payment schedule:
Feb. 23–March 25:

Submit either online or paper
registrations with tentative rosters AND
a minimum of half of the league fee.
League placements take place March 27.
Division assignments will be posted
by 5 p.m. Friday, March 27 at
bloomington.in.gov/softball.
Teams may contact Tim Fulton at
812-349-3742 with questions regarding
league placements until 5 p.m.
Monday, March 30. After 5 p.m.
March 30, all league placements are final.
Schedule distribution April 9–17.
Final rosters and remaining
fees are due upon receiving schedule.
Play begins April 19!
For more information contact
Tim Fulton at 812-349-3742 or
fultont@bloomington.in.gov.
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PARTICIPATING IN THE SACRED

Follow us on Twitter! @BlmgtParksnRec
(search for Bloomington Parks)

The CCX functions like a Cap and Trade plan for ordinary citizens.
It’s an online marketplace where users can record, track, and trade

Like us on Facebook! Bloomington
Parks and Recreation Department

April 2017
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the personal oﬀsets they generate through everyday, eco-friendly
practices. These practices typically involve reducing the carbon
emissions of transportation, food consumption, and utility usage.
Once they’re recorded, the Exchange stores the oﬀsets in a transparent data base, where they can be purchased by local companies
who can use them to promote their business and work toward
carbon neutrality themselves. The payments are deposited
directly into the user’s account and can be withdrawn in cash at
any time. As the oﬀsets accumulate, the user gains other rewards
as well: two for one dining at local restaurants, discounts, free admission to local events, etc. Users pay nothing. Along with other
carbon related revenue streams, the Exchange generates proﬁts by
charging businesses a small administrative fee.
The CCX operates on a set of
algorithms. These algorithms
receive inputs from user
behaviors and compares them
to a database that contains the
average emissions of higher
impact behaviors in the area.
The size of the user’s oﬀset is
calculated by the diﬀerence
between their lower impact
behavior and the area average.
For example, say a user takes
a bus ride downtown from the
east side instead of driving
their car. The Exchange
would compare the average
emissions of both actions and
reward the user with an oﬀset
in the amount of the diﬀerence. It then sends the user
a notiﬁcation of their oﬀset
and stores it in a transparent
database.
It is in this way that the CCX
celebrates ordinary actions
and decency. It is in this
way that CCX establishes a
community and confers new
dimensions of meaning upon
the ordinary. By recognizing
commitment, sacriﬁce, and
care for others, a project like
the Carbon Exchange can play
a small part in something
much bigger. Projects like the
Carbon Exchange celebrate
the ordinary, but they do not
elevate it. Projects like the
Carbon are unobtrusive. They
leave the ordinary right where
it is, in the place it’s already
made for the sacred.

Candy Land. The supremacy of these ﬁctions has brought us to
the verge of calamity. The supremacy of these ﬁctions is itself a
calamity. In circumstances such as these, we could postpone the
Apocalypse for 10,000 years and still live in a similar dismay. The
top down approach has condemned itself to permanent failure.
So let us rejoice. Let us say good riddance, bye-bye, fare thee
well, all that. It’s bottom up from here on out, plebs ﬂooding
the streets and all hands on deck until the end comes. If the
end comes, let’s say, for who knows which visions the ostrich
carries back from the sand or what worlds we ﬂies might see
once out of our bottle?

TRICKLE DOWN,

the Invisible Hand, solutions
that fall from a Free Market
sky: here we have the trinity
that presides over environmental policy in this our
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The

Music Man

Meredith Willson

APR 7, 8, 14, 15 at 7:30PM ∙ APR 9 at 2PM
Musical Arts Center
THEATER 16/17

April 2017

TICKETS Start at $20 Regular, $10 Student
Box Office: 812- 855-7433, or online
at music.indiana.edu/opera
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HANDMADE BOOKS AND THE FULL COURT PRESS
[editor’s note:
PoetPalooza, a festival of all things poetic, will take place on
April 28 and 29 at Village Lights Bookstore in Madison, Indiana.]

By Dave Torneo

It may have taken years to
develop a “business plan”
hen Nathan Montoya, the owner of Village Lights Bookof some vague sort for
store in Madison, Indiana, asked me if Ledge Mule Press
Ledge Mule Press, but we
would like to be the featured
small press at this year’s PoetWE BRING OUR OWN IDEAS TO WHAT A
Palooza, naturally I agreed. This
SMALL PRESS SHOULD BE: PUNK-INFUSED,
generous oﬀer has me thinking
about the origins of Ledge Mule
DIY, ARTFULLY HANDCRAFTED, WEIRD
Press, our mission, and the diverAND ONE OF A KIND TOSS OFFS MISTAKE
gent points of view my partners,
RIDDEN YET BEAUTIFUL.
Ross Gay and Chris Mattingly
and I bring to the enterprise of
never considered proﬁts
publishing poets in limited editions.
and losses, overhead or
Before Ledge Mule Press took oﬀ and printed its ﬁrst book (Hollow
underfoot, expanding
& Round by David Watters), my fellow editors and I, along with a
margins or maximized
dedicated group of other ﬁne citizen-poets, would meet weekly at
the former Green Bean coﬀee shop on West 5th Street in Bloomington dividends. What we did do
is build deep lasting friend(sadly, The Green Bean shutdown years ago) to share our poems
ships, and decided that we
and oﬀer advice and encouragement. During our morning sessions,
would make artful chapwe would often dream about some kind of community project that
books. Along with Mr.
would include neighborhood outreach, readings, dinner table lecRoss Gay, one of the founders of Bloomington’s Ledge
Watters’ book mentioned
Mule Press, was a National Book Award ﬁnalist.
tures, and the printing of handmade books. At some point we even
above, we have published
imagined including the teaching of basketball fundamentals! We did
our best to cover all our passions! If soccer is the beautiful game, then Then Gone by Romayne Rubinas, and one 7-inch recording of spoken word featuring poets Matt Hart and Rachel McKibbens. Ledge
I say basketball is the most poetic of games.
Mule Press has another book of poems coming out, When The Living
Since those days when we shared our poems on a weekly basis,
Sing, by Yalie Kamara, that should be available at PoetPalooza. Ms.
Ross has become one of contemporary poetry’s most important voicKamara will be reading on Saturday April 29th in Madison, Indiana
es and teachers. Mr. Gay has won several prestigious poetry prizes.
along with David Watters, Matt Hart, and Kayte Young.
His most recent book of poems was a ﬁnalist for the National Book
One aspect of publishing that we all wanted included in our
Award. Chris Mattingly has become a powerful voice as well, having
non-existent business plan was to treat the poets we have decided
published several books of poems, notably, Scuﬄetown, and most
to print with respect and kindness. If we planned to print ﬁrst books
recently, This Poem Could Be Your Life; or, The Island. Chris has also
for the most part, then nurturing an author had to be part of the plan
established himself as a ﬁne teacher of literature at Bellarmine College in Louisville, Kentucky. He has also started his own small press, too. We arranged book releases and book launch parties, booked
local bands to perform along with our poets in art spaces, neighboralla testa, along with his life partner, the artist and early childhood
hood bars, and homes. We have also made it our mission to encoureducator, Laurel Leonetti.
age each poet to provide their input in the design of their book. We
The three of us, as curators and editors, bring our own ideas to what a
ask them how they see their book entering the world. Collaboration
small press should be: punk-infused, DIY, artfully handcrafted, weird
and one of a kind toss oﬀs mistake ridden yet beautiful, and maybe with between publisher and writer creates a satisfying co-creative project,
which might be a rare union in the ﬁeld of publishing these days. We
an homage to City Lights, Black Sparrow, and all those that came before
us during the long ago mimeo explosion. We cannot help but have those have been blessed to have Hound Dog Press in Louisville, Kentucky
as guides along the way. Robert Ronk is a wizard-visionary who
pioneers on our minds when we consider a project.
Those mornings we all miss, but so much constructive imagining created beautiful art objects housing our poets’ words, giving the
work a new dimension. Hound Dog Press has been instrumental in
came out of the hours we spent together; bystanders most likely
this as sheer idleness by a gaggle of loafers slurping gallons of coﬀee.
making our poets feel good about the process and truly included.

W
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April 2017

@IUAHCOUNCIL • #IUFT
GO.IU.EDU/FIRST-THURSDAYS
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S H O PPING ANTI Q U E S,
V INTA G E , & E CLE CTI C:
PICK ING AT THE
B -T O W N F LE A
BY
COLLEEN
WELLS

The TV show Pickers and magazines like Flea Market Style
have popularized an already growing trend of antiquing,
picking or junking. In Bloomington, the thrill of the hunt is also
on at the B-Town Flea Market. In fact Brian Sample, a vendor
at the market, says the items on Pickers have nothing on the
Bloomington store’s offerings. “I’m a treasure hunter at heart,
and I’m even surprised by what we find.” He points to a very
old Helene Curtis electric hair perming machine. It looks like a
cross between a metal octopus and something used as a torture
device Sean Connery era James Bond film when truth serum
fails.
Sample, who has been with the B-Town Flea Market since
it opened nearly five years ago, is a success story. He expanded
his initial booth to having several throughout the store. In 2015
his quirky wares like the perming machine and more practical
items like furniture and dishes, grew to take up an entire
room. At that point, he started a company, Estate Downsizing
Specialists. They help with every aspect of transitioning
their clients from a large home to their next destination. As
a result of one downsizing, Sample ended up with two huge
marionettes of Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck from the
1960s which hang from the ceiling near his office area. He is
impressed by the rarity of the puppets in the same way as his
perming machine.
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It is the variety of items and unique offerings coupled with a
customer-oriented and knowledgeable owner, staff, and vendors
like Sample that make the B-Town Flea Market a desirable
destination to shop for aged and eclectic wares. You can find
retro-inspired signs with sayings like, “You might be a redneck if
someone had to co-sign for you to get your bass mounted,” 1960s
colorful ashtrays so pretty they could double as candy dishes, and
a large variety of vinyl. From Al Stewart’s The Year of the Cat to
old Barry White or country albums like The Best of Merle Haggard,
you’re likely to find a record you’ve been looking for.
Life-long Bloomington resident, Jereme Fox, is the owner. His
family ran McDaniel’s Furniture downtown for decades, and he
was influenced by those early experiences. Fox became an avid
baseball card collector and searching for cards inspired him to have
his own booths in various flea markets across the state, a lifestyle
that supported him for many years until eventually he opened his
own flea market.
Fox describes the ways in which he believes his store is unique.
First and foremost he strives to make it a customer-oriented
environment. For example, the owner enjoys buying, trading and
selling too, and spends a lot of time moving merchandise on E-bay.
If a customer wants him to sell something for them on E-bay and
he thinks there is a market for it, he will try. If Fox thinks that
individual is better off going to a pawn shop or a store specializing
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in antiques, he is forthcoming about what is best, happily pointing those individuals
in the right direction.
One of his favorite aspects about working at the B-Town Flea Market is “dealing
with the people, the customers, and the vendors. Once we get people in here, they
tend to come back. And a lot of our vendors started out as customers.” Becky
Clayton, the store manager, concurs: “We try to get to know our customers. They
can relax and zone out and go somewhere else for awhile.”

BIG SCREENS & 12 TAPS
Indiana Tradition Since 1987

While ‘zoning out’ you could locate a brand new pair of Harley Davidson shoes
in your size, Vera Bradley bags, Hot Wheels cars, comics and furniture ranging from
antiques like an ornately carved bench to smoke on from an Asian opium house to
white wicker seating and tables for a porch, gently used rugs, and new mattresses.
Fox and Clayton also try to make the environment fun. Nancy Patton works at
the market as both employee and vendor. She has been there for about four years.
Patton, who feels at home and enjoys her time at the market as is evident in her
frequent laughter, began her quest in picking for unusual items at garage sales in her
twenties. She now showcases them in three booths spread throughout the market.
“The vibe,” she says is like that of “a reality show” because she knows coworkers
and customers well.
Fox says cleanliness is another priority. Inside the store the local radio station
plays U2 and booths are neatly laid out, each having a unique flair. There are cases
throughout the main floor stocked with a range of items including vintage jewelry
and knives. The back room off this level offers several furniture pieces, framed art,
and decorative items at reasonable prices. The doors past this area lead to a room
with a plethora of vinyl records called “The Vinyl Honey Hole,” offered by Shad
Gilbert, who also works there. The records are neatly displayed and labeled by
genre. Downstairs below this space boasts more booths and areas for consigned
items.
Fox believes the variety offered is a huge lure for the flea market. There seems
to be something for everyone drawing clients from other states and surrounding
areas. He explains that part of the thrill of working at the flea is the merchandise is
always changing. Fox stresses that it’s not just antiques or decorative items that sell,
but he has witnessed an upward trend of people shopping for useful items. “You
can find a decent coffee
maker here for under
$10, whereas you’re
going to pay a lot more
in a retail store,” he
explains.
Whether people
want to revisit the past,
repurpose and recycle,
or simply experience
the thrill of the hunt,
looking for aged and
unique objects is
becoming a way to
shop. Bloomington
resident, Dena Hawes,
reflects on her passion
for antiques remarking
that, “The qualities of
the materials and their
craftsmanship are such
that they were made
to last and be passed
down as heirlooms.”
Additionally,
shopping at a flea
market can be more
affordable. Some
Owner Jereme Fox will celebrate 5 years at the B-Town
clients have helped
Flea Market in June where everyday at work is
their grown children
an adventure.
set up their first homes
Photo by Brooklyn Barlow
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Edwards explains, “I love to buy things that have a story. This to
with flea market
me is more interesting than buying something brand new.”
finds. Used
Yet while finding treasure may be a hallmark of your
items can often
experience, do not expect every visit to be the same. Jacksonville,
be transformed
Florida resident, Dina Haynes, fell in love with the B-town Flea
with a little
Market while visiting friends in the area. For her the draw was the
paint, a few
sense of nostalgia some of the items evoked. “I grew up in the 70’s
screws, and
and they have tons of stuff that reminds me of my youth. One day
elbow grease.
I was there with a friend. We were browsing the lower level of the
Clayton points
store when I spotted a green glass bowl that looked exactly like the
to the popular
salad bowl my mother used for Sunday dinners when I was a kid. I
show Flea Market
was so stoked to find it. When I showed it to my friend, she said
Flip saying,
“my grandmother had one of those too, but hers was an amber“People like to
gold color.” I pointed to the top of the shelf of the stall and said “did it
find treasure
look like that?” My friend got a huge smile on her face. There sat an
and put their
amber-gold glass bowl just like her grandmother’s. That day we
own spin on it.”
made a good memory with each other while reclaiming relics from
Susan
our childhood.”
Edwards,
Had Haynes not come in that day, she would not have
a one-time
returned to Florida with her treasured green salad bowl.
Bloomington
Fox explains, “There’s something new happening every day.
resident
It’s not monotonous here. We don’t know one day to the next what
currently living
a vendor might bring, or if a customer is going to just browse
in Fishers,
around or spend $5,000 and both are great with us.”
Indiana, shops
The B-Town Flea Market is located at 701 S. Ransom Lane off
there whenever
W. 2nd St. (just 1.2 miles west of Kroger) and roughly across from
she comes to
Williams Brothers Health Care Pharmacy. Happy Hunting.
town. “I like
the variety of
merchandise at
Au th o r attr ib u tio n
the B-Town Flea Market. I went to IU, and it is nice to be able
Colleen Wells
to find vintage IU souvenirs at lower cost than if you bought
Author of Dinner with Doppelgangers – A True Story of Madness
them brand new. I have found some great vinyl records there
and Recovery
too. It is larger than anticipated, with two full floors. The
owners are very friendly as
well. I go there because I love a
bargain.”
Fox and Clayton say
the owners of area antiques,
vintage shops and flea
markets, form a community
where they know and support
one another. Fox discusses
how they promote each
other’s venues and share
some of the same challenges
like making good use of their
space or having to work at
being discovered, something
he relates to. The B-Town
Flea Market will celebrate
five years of business in June,
yet Fox comments that “not
everyone in Bloomington is
aware we are here.”
One definition of
the word “pick” online is
to “choose (someone or
something) from a number
of alternatives, typically after
careful thought.” As you pick
your way through the various
antiques, vintage items, and
useful goods, you will likely
go home with something cool.
1940’s soda fountain stools. One of vendor, Brian Sample’s finds that amazed even him.

Whether people
want to revisit
the past,
repurpose and
recycle, or
simply experience
the thrill of the
hunt, looking
for aged and
unique objects
is becoming a way
to shop.
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event h
M O N D AY, A P R I L 3 R D

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm
• Active Bird Community; The
Bishop; 8:30pm; $7
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2
•

T U E S D AY, A P R I L 4 T H

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Alyssa Thomas w/Grace
Minnick; The Bishop;9pm; $5
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Drink n’ Draw; The Back Door;
8pm
• 1984 Film Screening; The Void; 7
& 9:30pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, A P R I L 5 T H

• Durand Jones and The
Indications w/Double Standard;
The Bishop; 8pm; $10 adv., $12
day of show
• Ignite Bloomington; The Bishop;
5:30pm; free
• Turnabout Show; The Back
Door; 9pm
• Argenta’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; Sign up at 10, Show at 11
• Noon Talk: Goncourt and
Bracquemond: Literacy and
Artistic Collaborations in 19th
Century France; IU Eskenazi
Museum of Art; 12:15pm; free
• Gallery Talk: Chee Wang Ng; IU
Eskenazi Museum of Art; 6pm;
free
•

T H U R S D AY, A P R I L 6 T H

• Euripides’ The Trojan Woman;
Blockhouse Bloomington; 7pm
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm
• The Tango Band and Daily Bread
and Butter; Player’s Pub; 6pm
• Fire Chief Charlie; Player’s Pub;
10pm
• Ron Funches; The Comedy Attic;
8pm; $15 Gen. Admission
• 9Dz Live Band Karaoke; The
Bishop; 9:30pm; $6
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Free HIV, Gonorrhea, Chlamydia
Testing; The Back Door; 7-10pm
• First Thursdays; IU Eskenazi
Museum of Art; 5pm; free
•

F R I D AY, A P R I L 7 T H

• Saved by the 90s; The Bluebird;
9pm; $8
• RP & The Wurlitzers; Player’s
Pub; 5pm
• DJ LemonDoz, Longuy,
Kookookiya; Player’s Pub; 11pm
• Ron Funches; The Comedy Attic;
8 & 10:30pm; $20 (8pm)/$15
(10:30pm) Gen. Admission
• Love and Hate: A Critical
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•
•
•
•
•

•

Conversation; Madame
Walker Theatre; 6:30pm; $5
Students/$10 Gen. Admission
Beauty and the Beast; Brown
County Playhouse; 4 & 7pm
Carry On My Wayward Buns:
A Tribute to Supernatural; The
Back Door; 10pm
Noon Concert: Saxaphone
Quartet; IU Eskenazi Museum of
Art; 12pm; free
Dinner with Chee Wang Ng; IU
Asian Culture Center; 4pm; free
Lecture and Reception: Abstract
Painting in Europe, 19491968; IU Eskenazi Museum of
Art; 5:30pm; free

S AT U R D AY, A P R I L 8 T H

• The Old Time Train 45 Change of
Crew Party; Player’s Pub; 4pm
• Gordon Bonham Blues Band;
Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Galaxy of Poets; Player’s Pub;
11:59pm
• Ron Funches; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm; $20 Gen.
Admission
• Funky Monks-Red Hot Chili
Peppers Tribute; The Bluebird;
9pm; $6
• African American Dance
Company Spring Concert;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 8pm;
$10 (Students w/ID + Children),
$20 (Gen. Admission)
• Salsa Night w/Arturo;
Serendipity; 9pm
• Bleeding Heartland Roller
Derby: Season Home Opener;
Frank Southern Ice Arena;
5:30pm & 7:15pm
• Ladies for Liberty; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Queer Cabaret; The Back Door;
11pm
• Family Day: Spring Exhibitions;
IU Eskenazi Museum of
Art; 10:30am; free
• Public Tour; IU Eskenazi
Museum of Art; 2pm; free
•

S U N D AY, A P R I L 9 T H

• B-Town Jazz; Player’s Pub; 128pm
• Applecore & The Sump Pumps
w/Master Key; The Bishop;
9pm; $7
• 8th Annual Trashion Refashion
Runway Show; BuskirkChumley Theater; $10 (Students
w/ HS or College ID), $15 (Gen.
Admission)
• Beauty and the Beast; Brown
County Playhouse; 4 & 7pm
• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
•

M O N D AY, A P R I L 1 0 T H

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2

• Magic City Hippies; The
Bluebird; 8pm; $6
•

T U E S D AY, A P R I L 1 1 T H

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Brian Berger. Black Cloud
Surround, Her Again; The
Bishop; 9pm; $6
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Drink n’ Draw; The Back Door;
8pm
•

W E D N E S D AY, A P R I L 1 2 T H
• Redleg Husky w/Cari Ray;
Player’s Pub; 6pm
• 3rd Annual Stand-Up for
Autism; The Comedy Attic; 7pm;
$10
• Marc Cohn; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 8pm; $35-$45
• Pippin; IU Auditorium; 8pm;
$18-$63
• Argenta’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; Sign up at 10, Show at 11
•

T H U R S D AY, A P R I L 1 3 T H

• Lather Sommer Duo, Misery
Loves Co., Tender Mercy,
Cuddlefuck; The Void; 9pm; $6
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm
• Spoken Word; Player’s Pub; 6pm
• Michelle Wolf; The Comedy
Attic; 8pm; $13 Gen.
Admission/$10 Student (Any
School)
• Imunuri, Daisy Chain, K-Dubbs
and Boyhood Bravery; The
Bishop; 8:30pm; $20
• Jazz Fables; 5:30pm; Bear’s Place
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Break Science; The Bluebird;
9pm; $20
• Pippin; IU Auditorium; 8pm;
$18-$63
• Beauty and the Beast; Brown
County Playhouse; 7pm
• Kacie Swierk, Indianapolis
Colts, Brian Crant; The Back
Door; 9pm
•

IU Eskenazi Museum of
Art; 12pm; free
• Opening Reception: MFA
Thesis Exhibitions, Group
Two; IU Eskenazi Museum of
Art; 6pm; free
•

S AT U R D AY, A P R I L 1 5 T H

• Gout; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• Soul Street; Player’s Pub; 8:30pm
• Michelle Wolf; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Turkuaz w/Organ Freeman; The
Bluebird; 9pm; $15
• Another Round Spring Concert;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 8pm;
$5 (Students w/HS or College
ID or Youth 15 and under), $10
(Gen Admission)
• Salsa Night w/Arturo;
Serendipity; 9pm
• Beauty and the Beast; Brown
County Playhouse; 4 & 7pm
• Dance Party; The Back Door;
10pm
• Parlor Concert; Wylie House
Museum; 3-4pm
• Public Tour; IU Eskenazi
Museum of Art; 2pm; free
•

S U N D AY, A P R I L 1 6 T H

• Vundabar; The Bishop; 8pm; $8
adv., $10 door
• Beauty and the Beast; Brown
County Playhouse; 4 & 7pm
• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm
•

M O N D AY, A P R I L 1 7 T H

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm
• Generations w/Psychic Twin;
The Bishop; 9pm; $10 adv., $12
day of show
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2
• Chingy; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; $20 Gen.
Admission/$35 VIP Meet and
Greet

F R I D AY, A P R I L 1 4 T H

• The 1-4-5’s; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• Dan Withered CD Release
Party; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Michelle Wolf; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Here Come the Mummies; The
Bluebird; 8pm; $20
• Joe Wong (Comedy): China
Remixed: Global A&H Fest;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater;
7:30pm; free, but ticketed
• Beauty and the Beast; Brown
County Playhouse; 4 & 7pm
• Courtney Act; The Back Door;
9pm
• Gallery Talk: MFA Thesis
Exhibitions, Group Two;

Caamp; 4/29; The Bishop; 8pm; 18+; $7
•

T U E S D AY, A P R I L 1 8 T H

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm
• Matt Pryor & Dan Andriano w/
Toby Foster; The Bishop; 8:30pm;
$13 adv., $16 day of show

RYDER

horizon
S U N D AY, A P R I L 2 3 R D

• Of Montreal w/Christina
Schneider’s Jepeto, Solutions,
Diane Coﬀee; The Bluebird;
8pm; $20
• Gary Allan; IU Auditorium;
7pm; $31-$66
• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm;
free
•

M O N D AY, A P R I L 24 T H
Of Montreal; 4/23; The Bluebird;
8pm; $20
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Bloomington Expressive Arts
Training 5th Anniversary
Spring Show; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7:30pm; $7-$10
• Drink n’ Draw; The Back Door;
8pm
•

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19TH

• Opal Fly & KAPOW; Player’s
Pub; 6pm
• Clayton Anderson; The Bluebird;
10pm; $5
• Bloomington Expressive Arts
Training 5th Anniversary
Spring Show; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 7:30pm; $7-$10
• Argenta’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; Sign up at 10, Show at 11
•

T H U R S D AY, A P R I L 2 0 T H

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm
• Sarah’s Swing Set; Player’s Pub;
6pm
• Top Shelf; Player’s Pub; 10pm
• Why? w/Eskimeaux; The
Bishop; 9pm; $20
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Jeremih; IU Auditorium; 9pm;
$45-$65
•

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2
•

T U E S D AY, A P R I L 2 5 T H

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Drink n’ Draw; The Back Door;
8pm
•

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26TH

• Stardusters Little Big Band;
Player’s Pub; 6pm
• Malcom London w/Sirius Blvck;
The Bishop; 9:30pm; $10 adv.,
$12 day of show
• Science Café; Bear’s Place; 6pm
• Ballet at the BCT: The
Choreography Project; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7:30pm; free
• Argenta’s Open Stage; The Back
Door; Sign up at 10, Show at 11
•

T H U R S D AY, A P R I L 2 7 T H

• Mollie Scholars; Player’s Pub;
5pm
• Aquaholics; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Spissy, Swarming Branch; The
Bishop; 8pm; $5
•

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm
• Martha Kelly; The Comedy
Attic; 8pm
• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Dead Man Winter w/The Pines;
The Bluebird; 8pm; $15
• Ballet at the BCT: The
Choreography Project; BuskirkChumley Theater; 7:30pm; free
• Cave of Swords, Hunterchild,
Daisy Chain; The Back Door;
9pm
• Video Boom Screening: Murder
by Phone; Plan Nine Video;
9pm; free
•

• The Uketones; Player’s Pub;
5pm
• The Dynamics; Player’s Pub;
8:30pm
• IU Soul Revue; BuskirkChumley Theater; $10 (Students
w/ID and Kids 12 and under),
$20 (Adults)
• Salsa Night w/Arturo;
Serendipity; 9pm
• Asleep at the Wheel; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Public Tour; IU Eskenazi
Museum of Art; 2pm; free
•

• Time Space Machine; Player’s
Pub; 5pm
• Counterpoint; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Casey Stickley w/Zach Cannella
and Kel McQueen; Player’s Pub;
11:30pm
• Martha Kelly; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Start-Up Mic Night; The Bishop;
5:30pm; free
• Poetry Slam; The Bishop; 9pm;
$5
• Reproductive Justice Bingo +
Afterparty; The Back Door; 7pm
• Gallery Talk: MFA Thesis

F R I D AY, A P R I L 2 1 S T

S AT U R D AY, A P R I L 2 2 N D
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F R I D AY, A P R I L 2 8 T H

Exhibitions, Group Three; IU
Eskenazi Museum of Art; 12pm;
free
• Noon Concert: Rodrigo
Chocano: Music from Coastal
Peru; IU Eskenazi Museum of
Art; 12pm; free
• Opening Reception: MFA Thesis
Exhibitions, Group Three; IU
Eskenazi Museum of Art; 6pm;
free
•

S AT U R D AY, A P R I L 2 9 T H

• Forest Gras Experience; Player’s
Pub; 5pm
• Sheila Stephens & The Rodeo
Monkeys; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Vessel w/Straight Up Chumps;
Player’s Pub; 11:30pm
• Martha Kelly; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• High Fiber w/Middle School
and Paradise; The Bishop;
9:30pm; $5
• Caamp w/Peter Oren; The
Bishop; 8pm; $7
• African American Choral
Ensemble; Buskirk-Chumley
Theater; 8pm; $10 (Students w/
ID and Kids 12 and under), $20
(Adults)
• Salsa Night w/Arturo;
Serendipity; 9pm
• Bleeding Heartland Roller
Derby; Frank Southern Ice
Arena; 5:30pm & 7:15pm
• The Bundys; Brown County
Playhouse; 7:30pm
• Public Tour; IU Eskenazi
Museum of Art; 2pm; free
•

S U N D AY, A P R I L 3 0 T H

• Morgan Alexander w/Peter and
the Wolves; Player’s Pub; 8pm
• Mary Wilson (of the Supremes);
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 8pm;
$45-$55
• Vinyl Lounge w/Dan Coleman;
The Bishop; 9pm; free
• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm;
free
• Concert: Musical Images: A
Comparison to Post-World
War II Abstract Painting in
Europe; IU Eskenazi Museum
of Art; 2pm; free
•

•

W E D N E S D AY, M AY 3 R D

• The Warm Bloods; Player’s
Pub;6pm
• Argenta’s Open Stage-Beneﬁt
for Middleway House; The Back
Door; Sign up at 10, Show at 11
•

T H U R S D AY, M AY 4 T H

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm
• Route 40; Player’s Pub; 6pm
• Carmen Lynch; The Comedy
Attic; 8pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• Free HIV, Gonorrhea, Chlamydia
Testing; The Back Door; 7-10pm
•

F R I D AY, M AY 5 T H

• Carmen Lynch; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Rogue One: A Star Wars Story;
Brown County Playhouse; 7pm
•

S AT U R D AY, M AY 6 T H

• The Player’s Pub Honky Tonk
Cavalcade; Player’s Pub; 5pm
• Carmen Lynch; The Comedy
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm
• Salsa Night w/Arturo;
Serendipity; 9pm
• Comedian Ross Bennett; Brown
County Playhouse; 7:30pm
•

S U N D AY, M AY 7 T H

• Karaoke; The Back Door; 10pm;
free
•

M O N D AY, M AY 8 T H

• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s Place;
8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2
• Whitney w/Alex Cameron; The
Bluebird; 8pm; $20
Mary Wilson (of the Supremes); 4/30;
Buskirk-Chumley Theater; 8pm; $45-$55

M O N D AY, M AY 1 S T

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm
• Open Mic Comedy; Bear’s
Place; 8pm; $3 for 1 or $5 for 2
•

T U E S D AY, M AY 2 N D

• Blues Traveler w/Gene Evaro
Jr.; The Bluebird; 8pm; $25
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s
Pub; 6:30pm
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s
Place; 8pm
• Drink n’ Draw; The Back Door;
8pm
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IU’s Woodland Campus
By Tom Roznowski

“I shall always keep in mind this scene here in the open by the university buildings, here under these great trees.”

I

n 1883, Indiana University occupied 11 acres of elevated
ground a quarter mile south of Courthouse Square. Total
enrollment stood at about 350 students. But even while the
institution had been growing steadily, its future course had
become increasingly uncertain. For 30 years, daily classes had
been conducted next to a busy railroad line. The surrounding
terrain and the available water supply at the site created major
challenges for any planned expansion.
Then on the night of Thursday, July 12, a lightning strike ignited a ﬁre that destroyed Science Hall, the newest building on
campus. Immediately, the Board of Trustees explored moving
the University to a new location. The major public universities
of Ohio and Michigan were in their respective state capitals
and initially there was strong sentiment for selecting Indianapolis, a city with approximately 100,000 people.
But as suddenly as nature had taken away, so too would it
provide. Dunn Woods was already well known to the residents
of Bloomington. The forest oﬀered a refuge from the noise,
odors, and dust of their small Indiana town. Local children
collected black stump dirt for plantings and gathered colorful
wildﬂowers from the forest ﬂoor: Dutchman’s Breeches, Indian
Turnip, and Bloodroot.
Folks were aware that even a little time spent in Dunn Woods
or wandering beside the small creek known then as Spanker’s
Branch could transform their lives. It appeared to be the perfect
setting for a public university.

24

—Theodore Roosevelt, Indiana University Commencement, 1918

The ﬁrst buildings to be constructed on the new campus
would introduce a gentle transition from nature to a structured
environment. The building materials would be regionally
sourced. They included charred clay bricks from the ruins of
Science Hall and limestone taken from a small quarry on the
property.
About the only natural resource that traveled any distance
was sunlight, which illuminated the interiors through skylights, transoms, and tall windows. The grounding presence
of nature permeated the campus. Sustainability, practiced long
before the word became a catchphrase, emerged as a guiding
principle for Indiana University.
At the heart of this project was a strong belief in universal public education. This property had not been acquired
to develop a plantation or to realize a large quarterly proﬁt.
Contributions to the world would not come from goods being
produced. The intention here was to generate knowledge instead of wealth.
It’s often said that the values of a civilization or culture can be
understood through its largest and most prominent structures,
whether they are cathedrals in a medieval hamlet or mighty commercial skyscrapers in midtown Manhattan. These ﬁrst campus
buildings surrounding Dunn Woods, collectively known as the
Old Crescent, make an enduring statement about Indiana and
America in the late 19th Century. This strong commitment to advance public education was undertaken at a time when less than
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7% of American adolescents were attending
high school.
Also signiﬁcant was what this new campus
would express about Indiana’s relationship
to the natural world. In 1820, the year that
Indiana University was ﬁrst chartered, over
80% of the state was virgin forest – nearly
20,000,000 acres of trees. By 1883, 18,000,000
of those forested acres had been cleared
away. Twenty years later, Indiana would
have fewer trees than at any time in its history. In the process, the state had become the
largest producer of native hardwoods in the
country.
The new campus plan took signiﬁcant steps
toward reversing this decline. The trees of
Dunn Woods would not be sacriﬁced for the
construction of this University; instead it
was decided they be preserved. In time, they
would multiply. Some of the region’s other
native hardwoods would be consciously harvested and crafted into the striking interiors
of Maxwell Hall, constructed in 1890.
Much like a zoo or botanical garden, the
historic structures and wooded areas of the
Old Crescent oﬀer us connection to the precious resources of nature. The ten structures
that survive represent an age of architectural
integrity deeply rooted in the natural world a relationship that would begin to suﬀer over
the second half of the 20th century.
Up until that time, public buildings throughout the United States had relied on locally and
naturally sourced materials for their construction.
They would create an almost mystical resonance
with the people who experienced them.
That relationship, that harmony between
individuals and the spaces they occupied
would gradually become more peripheral
to daily life, much like human reliance on
nature itself. Technology was displacing nature; increasingly furnishing both everyday
necessities and creature comforts.
With climate control and ﬂuorescent lighting in place, windows were soon considered
extraneous to building design. When they
appeared at all, windows were commonly
sealed against the elements. Elevators and
escalators replaced grand staircases. Ceiling
vents replaced transoms. Many historic structures, however breathtaking in their beauty,
were increasingly seen as less expensive to
replace than retroﬁt.
What followed was a period of generic functional design in public buildings that would
reﬂect the values of the society that had created them. Much like writing pens and small
appliances, public buildings were considered
to be purely functional and soon discarded,
replaced by spaces that seldom inspired any
lasting memories. Pennsylvania Station in
New York City was only 53 years old when
it was razed in 1963. Breathtaking to experience, but no longer proﬁtable to maintain.
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nd now, as the very purpose of physical space is being
redeﬁned in a virtual world, the question arises: Can
brick and mortar campuses survive, much less thrive,
in this new century? In imagining its future identity, Indiana University has made a courageous choice as part of its
long-range master plan. There is an expressed commitment to
re-introduce large numbers of students to the Old Crescent, returning these early campus buildings to their original function.
Franklin Hall has recently been repurposed as the new home
of The Media School. Kirkwood Hall has been designated the
School of Art and Design.
Within the year, students will again be occupying Wells Quad,
which introduced the ﬁrst female dormitories to campus. New
residents will be able to easily walk or bike to class, helping the
University function as a sustainable urban environment.
With the mounting challenges facing public education, there is
clearly a recognition that Indiana University cannot rely solely
on the beauty or history of its physical campus. Maintaining
a distinctive natural presence here requires both a philosophical and a practical commitment. Every year, 700 to 1,000 trees
and 400 ﬂower beds are planted throughout the campus. Some
built environments have been returned to nature, as when the
10th Street Stadium transitioned to the Arboretum in the early
1980s. The recent Global and International Studies Building
features natural lighting and incorporates building stone quar-

IU’s public buildings are
deeply rooted in the natural
world. Pictured above, a
solitary beech tree enclosed
in the courtyard of the
Chemistry Building. It is
aﬀectionately known as the
“Sweetheart Tree.”

Public buildings,

like those in IU’s Old Crescent,

relied on locally and naturally sourced
materials for their construction. They

would create an almost mystical
resonance with the people who
experienced them.
ried from both Indiana and locations around the world.
A solitary beech tree standing tall in a small atrium of the Chemistry Building has become a symbol of the consciousness and commitment directed toward the natural world as the university has
expanded. The tree has been preserved over the years, even as it’s
been surrounded by physical additions to the structure. Legend
has it that the curve in Forrest Avenue at Seventh came out of a
desire to save mature trees near Woodburn Hall.
Today, the sights, the scents, and the solace that ﬁrst drew
the curious to Dunn Woods are available with a Sunday stroll
through Indiana University’s vast Woodland Campus, commonly cited among the most beautiful in America. Of those, it
is by far the largest.
This conscious intention to sustain the presence of nature
while managing growth for a university of over 43,000 students suggests a viable path forward for communities seeking
harmony with the planet and the world. The 2,000 acre campus
that has radiated from Dunn Woods speaks volumes about the
higher purpose of education and the need for strong public
education. And maybe at the root of it all, the rare opportunity
to feel good watching your tax dollars at work.
Photos by Shannon Zahnle.
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C OR
O R A L RREEF
EEF
f a n t a s y
By David Kestenman
There once was a place of fantasy. The fantasy began at the
water line. My big toe could find it without a map and with
one nudge I was in. The water was crystal clear, like air. I was
weightless and wet.
I had a small mask, snorkel and fins. I’d go down to the
beach in Miami and aim east. I’d see so many fish in many
colors. Some had red bodies with black stripes and big yellow
eyes. Others were zebra like with long flowing yellow tails.
It took only a few minutes to swim out and visit their homes
called reefs. A reef was stone of some kind, colored with living
animals called coral. I didn’t know why a rock was called coral,
but it was no ordinary rock. It was covered with red and green
and purple, sort of like I would do with finger paints in my
room. Not one was the same as the other.
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I liked the little spidery things in the little hidey holes of the coral.
Some had long feelers and tiny pinchers. Some fish let the little spiders
on them for some reason, while the critters ate little bits of skin. Later I
learned that these were shrimp at something called a cleaning station.
These shrimp had white and orange banded arms and body, multiple
white legs and tons of thread like feelers going out in all directions. I
don’t remember any being longer than a half dollar coin. I considered
all to be my toys in my toy box.
As I got older I could hold my breath and go under for up to two
minutes allowing me one on one time with my toy friends. Some coral
came up to the surface of the water at low tide and I didn’t’ need to
hold my breath at all. I became a watcher, a spy.
Lobsters were under every rock and shelf. I’d always see giant
orange feelers sticking out, knowing a delicious supper was just out
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of site. They were so alien looking; no horror movie could match how
strange they appeared. So many legs and flippers and disgusting
mouth parts. When approached out in the open they could scoop their
tails up and fly backwards faster than anyone could swim. We’d take
pointy things called gigs down and spear them under the rocks. You
couldn’t miss and they’d come out flopping about. My adult friend
would rip off their tails and put them in a bag for dinner. The heads
and bodies would float down to the bottom to be attacked by other reef
creatures for their dinner.
Frightening looking green eels would hide in reef holes with their
gargantuan mouths gaping a full set of sharp teeth, open, waiting for
unsuspecting prey. Starfish of all colors and shape were out on the
sand along with Conch shells and fierce looking Sting Rays. Some days
I’d dodge jelly fish’s wispy stinging tentacles. There was nowhere I
could look and not see something of bright color, life or joy. It was all
so beautiful.
It was my toy box, they were my toys. I could claim a reef to
be mine, chase whatever fish I wanted, spy quietly on a shark, float
above cigar shaped barracuda and watch him hunt.
A dolphin might come by and wave or squid in
squadron formations would spy on me, undulating
a rainbow of color from head to tail over and over.
I never knew why. All this life was playing out hide
and seek games, hunting and eating just like I did in
my home, but in my fantasy I was master and no one
bothered me.
I did this for about twenty years, never losing the
awe I had for such a variety of life, in so many shapes
sizes and colors, all going about their lives. I later
learned to appreciate mating behavior, the monogamy
of Drum Fish, and territorial behavior of the smallest
against the biggest. How could one get used to it? No
one I knew on land had seen it or could appreciate
what I told them. It was still my hidden gem.
I eventually upgraded to scuba diving, SCUBA is
an acronym for self-contained underwater breathing
apparatus, also known as a tank. I had my air supply
strapped to my back, so now I could go to deeper
depths for up to an hour. I could swim through caves filled with
schools of fish, look under ledges at scores of Nurse Sharks resting
on the bottom. I grew up with TV shows like Flipper, Sea Hunt and
movies like Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea. Everything was
possible with a tank. Jacques Cousteau was my secret mentor and he
and his crew had placed our love of the ocean in the human collective
consciousness.
Later in life, I got busy, working, going off the school, raising kids,
and moving to the Midwest. I kept up with books and journals and
dreamed of the day I could go back into my fantasy land. Now I knew
the scientific names of the creatures I had visited, but nothing of this
imagery could be reproduced on land. I was excited as I went on my
first dive trip in years.
I back rolled into the water and cleared my ears as I descended.
For a while I really could not see anything but a craggy dark bottom.
The water was not clear but full of floating particulates. Where were
the fish? I never saw more than four or five in a school. Where were
the big fish? There were no sharks, turtles, rays or grouper anywhere.
I was shocked.
The rocks were flat and drab. There were only bits and pieces of
live coral here and there, but without any vibrant color. There were no
signs of Elk Horn Coral or Stag Horn coral. Over hangs once crammed
with fish were now empty. I think I saw one ray, one eel and 2 small
Grouper during that hour long dive. The little holes and caves held few
shrimp and I saw no cleaning stations. The spinney black sea urchins
of late were gone as well.
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It was as if the bottom had been clear cut or nuked. I was
devastated but reasoned that somehow this was an aberration
and the next dive would be better. When I came back up to the
boat where other divers were coming out of the water, they
were chit chatting about how amazing the dive was and how
they saw a ray or one lobster or a colorful fish.
I was astounded!! How could they be satisfied with what
was clearly the worst dive I had ever been on. There was nothing
here, it was all dead, all gone. We went on to another dive site,
the dive masters pre-dive lecture revved up the other divers,
but when I got below, it was more of the same. I was speechless
and despondent.
I wondered for a long time what had happened. Was I
mistaken, was I relying on child like memories and dreams
that had never really occurred. It took the wind out of my sails
and I was disillusioned. I got on to the Web and read bits and
pieces about my concern, but nothing concrete. No one was
complaining in the public forums. Dive shops were flourishing;

In 1982, the coral reefs were
still pristine. But experts say
that 80% of the coral and sea life
in the Bahamas, Florida and the
Caribbean have been killed off in
the past two decades.
diving vacations were the thing to do. Magazines told about
great dive locations. What was wrong with me? What was
wrong with this picture?
I sought out answers. I enrolled in a 10 day course on coral
reef diseases, in Summerland Key Florida. The course was for
masters and PhD level students studying marine sciences like
oceanography. With my DVM degree, I was approved to get
in and made the trip to the Florida Keys. We had class room
study every morning and went on dive sites each afternoon.
Then lab work was at night. I felt lack of stamina next to these
20 something students eager to go 24/7. But I persevered and
learned the story I was seeking. But it was not what I wanted
to hear.
In a nut shell, back in 1982, the reefs were still pristine and I
was assured that my fantasy and dream world had existed, they
had pictures. Around that time some mystery disease started
near the Atlantic side of the Panama Canal. It started killing
black spiny sea urchins. Back then no one was aware of their
role in the ecosystem and it was no big deal to most studying
the oceans. But they were crucial!
It turns out that they eat algae on the reefs and allow the
coral to thrive unmolested. The other big algae eaters were the
Parrot Fish. These are kaleidoscope colored fish that used to be
on every reef I had ever seen. They had beak like mouths and
they constantly pinched off bits of dead green covered rock and
pooped lime stone sand. One third of beach sand is from Parrot
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Fish poop. They are also crucial for filtering and digesting algae
with each bite. At this time tourism in the islands and coasts was
booming and Parrot Fish were a big item on the menu. Their
numbers were dropping exponentially.
The urchin disease moved rapidly up the coast all the
way to South Carolina. Divers and scientist noted their loss, as
they were ubiquitous at one time, looking like Tribbles if you
are familiar with Star Trek. They sat everywhere on and in reef
coral or even out in the sandy bottoms. They looked sessile
but actually lumbered along as algae vacuums. No one ever
discovered the cause of their die off. It’s assumed that some
organism or toxin came in from the Pacific through the Panama

Canal, but no one could isolate or name a cause. Not even to
this day.
Now we had the double whammy of no urchins and
greatly reduced Parrot Fish populations. Algae began to
bloom, covering the surfaces of the tiny polyps that make up
the colonies of living reefs. Soon covered, the coral was choked
and died. So went the habitat of the tiny creatures and then
the middle sized fish and then the larger predators. It was an
ecological disaster that took only a year or two years to mature.
It was worse around high density human populations.
But the story does not end there. The reefs might have
recovered and come back over time, but this has not occurred.
Experts say that 80% of the coral and sea life in the Bahamas,
Florida and the Caribbean have been killed off in the past two
decades. It is a blight unlikely to recover if people don’t do
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something. But what did we do?
We made the environment worse. It’s like wounds I used to treat
as a veterinarian. I’d get a patient with a disgusting infected bloody
wound to treat. Some could not be sewn up. But I could create a clean
environment allowing the body to heal itself. The immune systems and
repair systems for any animal is amazing and recuperative. The reefs
can do the same if left unmolested, though much more slowly. Reefs
are made of animals, that what coral is, a home for very small animals.
The oceans and bays have been made our toilets, waste constantly
pumped out from cities untreated. This is happening planet wide with
few exceptions. The reefs cannot heal with these stressors. Over fishing
is self-evident, but some fishing or clamming is done with dredge nets
cutting up anything
in its path, killing
hundreds of species
of sea life with one
pass. This story is
occurring over and
over thousands of
times a week. If there
are no fish, we will
eventually starve as a
planet. The reefs can’t
live without Parrot
Fish. Killing off top
predators like sharks
for their fins actually
has a negative effect
of all life on the reefs.
Most
people
in the world still
rely on fish protein
to survive. Experts
say that no rise in
production of beef
or poultry can fill
the growing void
of decreased catch
while our population
is
increasing
exponentially. Some
say fish farming
will make up the
difference, but it is
a filthy practice and
pollutes the ocean
even more.
Farmers use toxic
levels of nitrogen
based fertilizers that run off into the sea leading to algae blooms that
choke the coral. Acidification from pollution literally dissolves coral
lime stone and makes it impossible to form more of their skeletons.
Besides all these substances are consumed by the surviving fish and
end up on our dinner tables.
With the destruction of coastal land and the installation of
concrete parking lots, hotels and lawns, there is nothing to catch the
mud, leaves and sticks after big rains, it all runs to the sea and settles
on reefs, choking them literally. The cutting down of mangroves that
used to line most tropical coast land has destroyed most of the nursery
locations for many of the fish that populate the sea. No nursery, no fish.
Can you now see how there is no way an environment can be created
to allow reefs, reef creatures and fish to heel and thrive?
Global warming is occurring. Ninety seven percent of all
climate Scientist publishing data believe that this phenomena
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is anthropomorphic. In other words, caused by man, leading to
bleaching and death of coral. As the water heats up, the protozoa called
zooxanthellae that live within the coral die. When they die the coral
loses its color and thus the name Coral Bleaching has been applied. If
the protozoa leave for too long the coral polyp dies, permanently.
Also the increased carbon in the air is leading to acidification of
the oceans, easily measured. This dissolves the limestone like rock
the coral animals make their home in. They just can’t take anymore.
Today the best minds in this field say that of all the insults affecting our
oceans, it’s the heating of the oceans that causes the most destruction.
Meanwhile Big Oil is using the same tactics Big Tobacco did when they
lied about the harmful effects of smoking. Don’t be fooled.
The coral disease course taught me how all this worked in great
detail, and further showed me how recognizable patterns of disease
could be labeled. None of this had been observed until the past
two decades. Names now exist like white spot, purple spot, yellow
band and black band disease. Scientist are studying these and taking
biopsies and applying scientific methods. However there are so many
variables and they all point to man’s abuse of this precious resource we
call water and habitat. Our oceans are 70% of our planet, it provides
over 50% of our oxygen and much of our food. We need to take care of
this resource for self-preservation if nothing else.
In the United States our focus of late is on the economy or the
crazy politics since the November election, but this is not what’s
really important. Our nation’s monetary debt is hardly the monster
compared to our environmental debt. Economies are artificial and can
be manipulated at a whim. Our planetary resources are real and once
gone they cannot be bought. Today’s politics are leading to unfettered
continued destruction of our environment.
Experts I trust say we only have about 20 to 30 years to do
anything that will allow a slowing of the loss of life and habitat. Of
course this essay is not a forum to discuss the growing pollution of
our ground water, our air, and rain forests loss. But there is that. We
are now distracted by our love of gadgets like computers, cell phones
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and IPads. But distractions will not prevent reality. It’s already
hitting third world countries and island nations. It will come to
the United States. During storms, fish come up out of the sewers
in Miami Florida due to rising sea levels.
Since the life I am talking about is under the ocean surface,
very few of us see what is going on. In fact the blue surface
still looks normal and romantic. Scuba divers that started
diving in the late ‘80s have not seen the changes I described.
There is no one championing this situation on the world stage.
Jacque Cousteau is long forgotten and ocean life has left the
nations collective consciousness. I think if we could see similar
degradation in our backyards and forests, we’d be demanding
immediate action by our elected officials. If anything, remember
this. What’s going on in our oceans is the canary in the coal mine
for what’s coming up on land.
Can you imagine the response of my fellow young divers
when I tell them how the last dive sucked and they were missing
out on the 80% of life that was once my reality? This after they
spent thousands of dollars to get to some tropical island? They
turn their heads seeing me as an overzealous relic. Meanwhile
the impoverished of the world dependent on fish protein are
now cooking fish heads and tails while the filet meat is sold to
the wealthy countries. There are too few fish to catch, so that
they cannot keep a few back to feed their families.
I encourage you to get involved or at least educate yourself
as to how this matter will affect you and your children. I am
confident that we will all be feeling this in our lifetimes, even
if we are strictly land lubbers. At this time our leaders are not
relying on experts and facts to make decisions. If you don’t
speak out, write leaders, protest or get involved there is not
stopping this train wreck. I’m not an alarmist. I am a witness. I
have seen my world go from fantasy to an unwelcome reality. I
invite you take notice and take action.
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THE END OF THE LINE

By John Linnemeier
Editor’s note: Bloomington political activist John
Linnemeier and his wife Gail set out aboard the container
ship, Hanjin Geneva, for what they thought would be a relaxing cruise. But it soon turned into a strange Gilligan’s Island
experience by way of Waiting for Godot. Halfway across the
Pacific, their captain was notified that the Hanjin Company,
owner of the ship, had declared bankruptcy. He was ordered
to steam directly for Japan, anchor in international waters and
await further orders. As we pick up the story, John, Gail, and
their fellow passenger, Rebecca, a young British artist, have
been adrift just outside Tokyo Bay for two weeks. What follows
are excerpts from John’s journals. Due to the limitations of
printing with trees, John’s extensive journal entries have been
published in installments over the course of several months.
Earlier entries can be viewed at TheRyder.com]
Spent a couple of hours this afternoon walking around
the forecastle up by the bow, listening to my iPod and singing
my heart out without fear of another soul hearing. I was
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wailing on “Gentle on My Mind.” “It’s knowing that the world
will not be cursed or forgiven when I walk along some railroad
tracks and find, that you’re moving on the backroads by the rivers
of my memory and for hours you’re just gentle on my mind,” and
“Treetop Flyer,” “People been asking me where’d you learn to fly
that way? Was over in Vietnam chasing NVA. The government
taught me, and they taught me right, stay down under the tree line,
you might be alright. ..I’m a treetop flyer…Born survivor... Usually
work alone.”
There’s talk on the Internet of crowdfunding a boat to come
and “rescue” us. Rebecca has been contacted by an attorney who
suggests that she might want to sue someone. Friggin’ Nuts! I
think we’re getting our 15 minutes of celebrity.
The captain just advised me that the word from NSB is that our
ETA for Tokyo is the 17th at 19:00. That’s just two days from now.
He says he’s 99% sure it’s happening. Sounds great but it’s not
over till it’s over.
They were running an anti-terrorist drill onboard today. It
was not unlike an Easter egg hunt. The captain hid a box labeled
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“bomb” somewhere on the boat and it was up to the crew to find, and properly
dispose of it.
It’s 100% now! We just got confirmed hotel reservations in Tokyo for two
nights and an e-ticket to Shanghai for Monday. I can’t help but wonder if Rebecca’s
social media blitz may have played some role in getting us off the ship earlier than
expected. I think the powers that be will be glad to get her off the ship and out of
their hair.
The big day finally arrived. We hoisted anchor and steamed into Tokyo harbor.
The captain, who’s normal attire often verged on slovenly was all decked out in
full regalia, replete with
epaulets and starched
shirt. If the boat was going
to be arrested (a curious
term invariably used by
the owner), he wanted to
be looking good, I guess.
As the pilot boat came
along side we had no idea
what to expect, but for
whatever reason everything
proceeded normally.
An hour later he’d
cautiously steered us
alongside our designated
slip. Ropes, fore and aft
were tossed onto the quay, then carefully slipped over the bollards and ever so
slowly our monstrous ship winched itself into its birth, eerily illuminated by banks
of high pressure sodium lights that turned night into orange-tinted day.
The order was given to disembark…We’d been packed for hours. Several of
our Filipino shipmate pals helped us make it down the gangway with all our stuff, I
leaned down and kissed dry land, then we all mugged for everyone’s camera phone.
A polite middle-aged Japanese gentleman hired by NSB met us at the dock
and shepherded the three of us to a nice new van and offered us bottles of lychee
flavored water. Somebody way up the bureaucratic ladder must have taken an
interest in our case, since customs and immigration were kept open after hours
especially for us. We got the full VIP treatment. A half hour taxi trip to a ritzy hotel
out by the airport and it was over.
Would I take another freighter somewhere? Heck yes, travel on a working ship
beats airplanes any day, and our problems were a black swan event.

THERE WAS TALK ON
THE INTERNET OF
CROWDFUNDING
A BOAT TO COME
AND “RESCUE” US.

Epilogue
Sitting here at my computer on a perfect Fall afternoon looking out the window
at my pond, I just checked on the whereabouts of our ship on the Marine Traffic app.
Our ship is 7952 nautical miles from my present position. She left Busan Korea 30
Sept at 05:39 and is now at anchor in the Laccadive Sea off the coast of Sri Lanka.
It’s evening. The wind is 12 knots coming out of the WSW at 250 degrees and the
temperature is 28 degrees centigrade. She must be unloaded since she’s only got a
9-meter draught. A mile off her starboard bow whoever’s up on the bridge should
be able to make out the Santa Fiorenza steaming into harbor. Back on the poop deck
the crew are most likely yucking it up and dreaming of home. I wish them all well
and hope the fish are biting.

Postscript
A month after submitting this story to The Ryder, I checked on our ship again.
Ominously, this time it showed she was anchored just off the coast of Pakistan near
Gadani, one of those post-apocalyptic looking cities where they dismember boats.
When I checked again the following week, no trace of a ship named Hanjin Geneva
could be found.
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The ai r smell s rig ht, the cloud s lo ok
rig ht, the bait i s rea dy a nd wa iti ng .
By Joie Canada

[editor’s note: Joie Canada, an esteemed Bloomington
bookseller for four decades, was the proprietor of
Howard’s Bookstore from 1985-2012]
Spring is coming! It may take a while before it is
really here, and we have all sorts of ways that let us
know when it really has arrived. For some of us, its the
forsythia blooming or crocus in the yard. For some of us
it is the faint green that begins to show in all the trees or
the red buds on the maples – if you live in a town that
calls itself Bloomington it may very well be something
that is obviously either blooming or clearly heading in that
direction. If you garden it may be smells or signs the soil is
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warming and waking up all the garden worms. For some of us
it may be the goodness, gracious, great balls of fur coming off
the dog. Or the first night the furnace doesn’t run all night. Or
tax time frustration being over – or the first time the coatrack
at work is no longer so full of lumpy heavy things that fall
down when one more person hangs something on it. But for
some of us it means actually putting the fishing gear back in
the trunk of the car instead of just rearranging the tackle box
and getting a new fishing license and reading the new fish
regulations.
But when to actually act on the dreams of a fresh new
season? In a day and age where it is easier to decide what
to wear to work by turning on a machine than it is to stick
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your head out the door and guess as
to whether you will need snow boots
and your fat mittens or an umbrella or
sunglasses and a light jacket – or maybe
all of the above. A good many folks
spend far too little time outdoors and
no longer take any pride in an ability
to read the signs of season changes.
Folks today grow up with screens that
flash and beep and tell stories instead
of the screens that slammed shut if you
forgot and got smacked in the behind
and yelled at by Mom. Mom was not
the kind of person who had the time or
inclination to listen to kids bickering
and fussing and the daytime radio
was not really appealing to children.
Instead, when the noise level got to a
certain point inside Mom would appear
and start tossing caps and jackets and
galoshas and mittens in the general
direction of the kids and delivering
the “look” that told you that you had
better put those clothes on and get out
of the house. Because if you didn’t...
well the basement needed cleaned and
so did the garage – take your choice!
Or you could have floor scrubbing
lessons.
I have heard of parents being
harassed and even arrested for letting
their kids play outside without an adult
present. Heck we knew if we wanted any privacy outside we
had to keep an eye on the neighbors’ windows because they
were all watching you and would call your mom in a flash if
you were doing anything they didn’t approve of. Grownups
outside you just stayed away from. Kids told other younger
kids who were the worst mom-callers and all grownups were
considered just disapproving grumps and you didn’t go in
anything that even looked like a garden or a flowerbed or you
would get flamed when you went home for lunch.
Kids in those conditions get very stealthy and learn what
weather is about and what it feels like when you walk on the
ice on that puddle and it is not strong enough to hold you
and your boots are not quite tall enough. We just took off our
shoes and socks and put the boots back on without them and
hid the shoes under the porch or in the garage where nobody
would find them because the garage really did need cleaning
up. We read weather – we smelled it, we felt the cold and
the heat and the rain and we learned it without any lessons
– if you got soaked or half frozen you got another set of
unpleasantness when you got home again but you knew what
the world is like out there. If there was a pond or a stream or
woods or tangled jungles of vacant lots you explored them
and it was rare that a kid stayed mud and burr free for any
length of time. You learned what lived in those places that was
not human. And sometimes you learned to fish.
You knew grownups did that too, or nobody would
have any fishing tackle boxes you could get fishing line or
hooks from and sometimes you were lucky enough to have
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a grandparent who actually took you along and showed
you by their success how it was done as well as explaining
things so you could be successful too.
And it stuck – you somehow knew one day you
would likely be a grandparent who took grandkids
fishing. Sometimes there would not be a grandchild
available but heck it is easier to just go with buddies or
just to actually Fish and get a tasty meal or two out of it.
There is a class of folks you find out on the lakes and
rivers that have evolved into what I call the Old Overalls
Gang. No grandkids involved, just years of experience and
a desire to feel that tug on the line and know success is
only a careful retrieve away. The call to go do it can come
at any hour of the day or night. The air smells right, the
clouds look right, the bait is ready and waiting and the
office or the factory or the farm is in other younger hands
and the Old Overalls gang is ready to go.
They pack up their thermos or put the case of beer
and sandwiches in the car and maybe hitch up the boat
trailer and they are off and running. Sometimes it is an
elaborate bunch of gear and sometimes just a rod or two
and a bucket for easily available bait – a dip net and a bit
of wading can get you a bunch of minnows or crawdads
and for heaven’s sake there are little plastic things of
chicken livers at the grocery store and the worms are free
in the garden. We all have our favorites. The nice thing
about being an Old Overalls Gang member is that we are
always still learning. The Gang seldom come home empty
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to the channel where the
biggest cats were supposed
to lurk at twilight. Now Otis
must have been about 300 lb.
and the little one man boat
was not built for somebody
his size (which his buddies
pointed out to him), but he
still huffed it into the lake
and put his big old tackle
box in and a six-pack and a
little canoe paddle and a nice
fat anchor if he found a spot
and the rope to hold it to the
boat and various other stuff.
Then he got himself into the
boat. I will say that he didn’t
sink, but he was not showing
much freeboard. I kept
fishing and did not comment.
The buddies had their say about it and I figured they had the
right to.
By the time the two had their set up in place and had
their lines in the water, Otis, by careful calculation – raising
and lowering the anchor until he found out where it was nice
and deep, had anchored and popped his line in the water and
was watching his bobber. It didn’t take long – Otis had a hit.
Big time. He began reeling it in and the fish fought Otis, the
boat and the anchor.

There is a class of folks you find
out on the lakes and rivers that
have evolved into what I call the
Old Overalls Gang, just years of
experience and a desire to feel that
tug on the line and know success is
only a careful retrieve away.
handed or empty minded and old overalls mean we know
we are likely to get another lesson in mud and we don’t
have to care.
Sometimes we get more than we bargained for too.
One day when I was still work bound I happened to head
out for the lake after work and where I had gotten to
recognize some of the Revered Old Overallers I saw three
of them setting up for a night of catfish action. One of
them, a really big solid guy named Otis had a new toy – a
little plastic trolling boat so he could really get out there

If there was a pond or a stream or woods or tangled jungles of vacant lots you explored them and it was rare that a kid stayed mud
and burr free for any length of time. You learned what lived in those places that was not human. And sometimes you learned to fish.
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Otis thought it would be fun to just
let the fish drag him around a bit so
he pulled up the anchor one handed,
so now he had a lot of wet rope all
higgledy-piggledy on the floor of the
tiny boat along with the anchor, the
six pack, the tacklebox, the paddle and
the little trolling motor and its battery
and above all, Otis himself. The catfish
gave Otis quite a ride. Otis was the
kind who knew how to play a fish for
sure – he didn’t let it get a chance to
wind the line around the rocks in the
bottom of the channel. His buddies on
shore were cheering – for Otis or for the
fish it was hard to tell. The fish finally
began to get tired and Otis decided it
was time, so he brought it to the boat
and reached in to grab it by the gills
and haul it in – risky with a big catfish
because of its spikes, but I guess he had
always done it that way. That fish was
big! Actually it was about the size of a
German Shepherd dog and when it got
the first gulp of air instead of the water
air it was used to, it proved about as
happy about as a German Shepherd
would have been if you tried to hold its
head under the water. It also had a lot
more gas in its tank than it had seemed
when it was still in the water. It began
thrashing and snapping.
Things began flying out of the boat.
First the paddle, then the six pack. The
fish bit Otis in the leg. Sneakers and
no socks is not much help with a big
flathead catfish. Otis had his pants legs
rolled up too. Otis began hollering.
“Throw it back in the water fer
gawdsake” his buddies called back. But
the fish and the fishing line had gotten
somehow involved with the wet rope
on the floor of the boat. And then that
mess got entangled with Otis. The fish hit the trolling motor and
it sailed into the air and plunk into the middle of the channel.
That was followed by the tackle box. By this time it was getting
dark and the air was blue with language, mostly from Otis, and
howls of laughter from his buddies on shore. Suddenly there
was a splash. Otis had jumped out of the boat followed by the
rope, the anchor and the catfish. The splash was impressive.
Once the catfish was back in the water it commenced to try and
get away, somewhat hampered by its entourage of man, boat
and rope. Otis grabbed the anchor rope and swam to shore. He
was about as happy as the catfish, I imagine, and as inspired to
action by realizing that he was not in his own atmosphere as the
fish had been when it was in the boat.
He finally dragged himself out and hauled the fish onto
shore where it went berserk again. One of the guys hollered “Fer
crissake, Otis why the hell dint you hit that sucker with yer bawl
peen hammer?”
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“Ball pein hammer?” stammered Otis, now
floundering in the sand and grit.
There was a sound of flummoxing in an overfull
large tacklebox and the triumphant thunk! of a
successful bludgeoning of the catfish with the hammer
from the buddy’s box. They put a few more logs on the
fire to get some light and sorted Otis out from what
was left of his gear and got the catfish into a container,
or at least as much of it as would fit, which was not
much. The gang pulled up stakes and headed off to the
bait shop to weigh and measure that fish. The results
were in the newspaper the next day – new lake record
four foot something catfish at fifty five pounds. The
next time I saw that trio fishing, the boat was gone.
His buddies were still discussing the incident. Otis
probably carried the scars on his leg for the rest of his
days. Things like that are a matter of pride.
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COLLEGE FO R KIDS & TEEN S
A g e s 11 -1 4 & 1 4-1 8 ~ AM & PM
Th e Su m m e r Ch e f E xp e ri e n ce
M i n e cra f t ~ I n Rea l Li fe
Ed i t Au d i o Li ke a Pro
M a g i c & M e n ta l i sm
M o d e l Ro cke tr y
~&~
Arch i te c tu re a n d 3D -D e si g n
Bu i l d a Gu i ta r i n 5 Da y s!
Bi o te ch B o o t C a m p
C a m p I n v e n ti o n
M u ch m o re ...

BU RTON KIM BLE FARM S i n O rl ea n s , I n d ia n a

Crea ti v e Wri ti n g a n d Sto ri e s w i th Pro fe s s o r Wa te rm e l o n ~ Ag e s 7-11
Vi si t th e B a rn a n d An i m a l s to o! ~ Al l a g e s w e l co m e
J e w e l r y M a ki n g ~ Ag e s 5 -7
Le t ’ s Da n ce , Si n g , a n d P l a y! ~ Ag e s 5 -7
Le t ’ s M a ke M u si c w i th a Re co rd e r! ~ Ag e s 8 -1 0
Fro g s a n d o th e r Am p h i b ia n s! ~ Ag e s 6 -1 2
Th i n g s th a t Fl y! ~ Ag e s 6 -1 2

BLO OM IN G TON PL AY WRI GH TS PRO J EC T C AM PS
Broa d wa y Ki d s ~ Ag e s 5 - 8
D ra m a ti KI DS ~ Ag e s 8 -1 2
L a u g h Fa c to r y ~ Ag e s 9 -1 3
M u si c a l Th ea tre C a m p ~ Ag e s 9 -1 6

I V Y ARTS FO R KIDS

A g e s 4-11 ~ AM & PM
Th e Wo n d e r fu l Wo rl d o f Ar t
P l u n g e i n to th e s ea s , su m m i t th e h i g h e s t
m o u n ta i n s , s tro l l th ro u g h e xo ti c ci ti e s , a n d
s oa r i n to th e ski e s! I n ea ch s e s si o n o f c a m p
w e’ l l crea te w o rk s o f a r t u si n g 2 D a n d 3D
m e d ia , su ch a s pa i n t , p e n ci l , a n d ce ra m i c s ,
to exp l o re o u r b ea u ti fu l w o rl d . Ea ch s e s si o n
w i l l e n d w i th a n a r t sh o w a n d re ce p ti o n i n
Th e J oh n Wa l d ro n Ar t s Ce n te r Ro s e Fi re ba y .

L AWREN CE COUN T Y

Sh a za a m S ci e n ce C a m p ~ A g e s 9 -1 3
B e g i n n i n g M o u n ta i n D u l ci m e r ~ A g e s 1 0 -1 8

OR AN GE CO UN T Y

Sh a za a m S ci e n ce C a m p ~ A g e s 1 0 -1 3
B e g i n n i n g M o u n ta i n D u l ci m e r ~ A g e s 1 0 -1 8
Ph o to g ra ph y fo r Ki d s ~ A g e s 8+

I V Y TECH . EDU/ YOU TH

Vari ou s s tar t da te s Ma y -J u l y .

O f fe r i n g s o m e cl a s s e s i n p a r tn e r sh i p w i th BP P
a n d th e C i t y o f B l o o m i n g to n ’ s K i d C i t y p ro g ra m .

